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Solofra is a small town full of hi-
story and tradition known all 

over the world simply as “the leather 
town”.  It is a place where the art of 
tanning, that ancient art of creating 
leather, has been passed on from fa-
ther to son for generations, keeping 

up traditions that go back centuries.
This is where Silvia and Anita Sca-
furo, using the tanning experience 
of their father Gerardo and their 
mother Rosa, have decided to start 
up Pellerossa G, a young, dynamic 
business, specialising in luxury lea-

ther and leather apparel, managing 
in just a few years to create exclusi-
ve collections bearing that artesan 
touch and tradition.  “With know-
how and competence, we follow 
each step of the production,” Anita 
states, “Thanks to the age-old skills 
of our technicians, we continually 
elaborate innovative solutions which 
are also technologically avant-garde 
aiming to satisfy all the tendencies 
of the modern markets.” What real-
ly makes this firm stand out is surely 
the great passion for the evolution 
of the products to offer to customers 
all over the world.  Silvia adds, “The 
real Made in Italy today knows no 
boundaries.  We use sheep and go-
at skins which would otherwise be 
a waste product and turn them in-
to a luxury product through a tan-
ning process which respects the 
ecosytem having a low environmen-
tal impact”. Thanks to their way of 
working together , Silvia and Anita 
Scafuro keep up traditions through 
their love of leather in all its uses.

The future in tradition
With Pellerossa G, leather is once again in the fashion foreground

Silvia and Anita Scafuro

“The turning point occurred in July 2013, when I 
decided to acquire this historic company which 

was in German hands. Today we have made a name for 
ourselves due to our high quality, care in details, and 
client service”, so speaks Mauro Orsi, the ceo of Felisi 
1911, whose core business is yarns and trimmings for the 
clerical sector, and also marginally for the military. “We 
occasionally also collaborate with fashion designers for 
their creations, while at our headquarters in Catanzaro 
we make shirts and apparel which are exclusively for the 
clerical sector. With yarns of our own creation, we face 
the exclusive world of hand-embroidery with a range of 
products that is significant, even if it is limited”. And so, 
a niche market, tiny in terms of volume, but highly spe-
cialized and in continual evolution, renews itself in depth 
while remaining deeply traditional. It was also interesting 
at the factory to observe and touch with one’s hand their 
textiles dedicated to the fashion department. This remains 
an occasional activity, but it is very stimulating. And what 
will be the future for Felisi 1911? “We are focusing on the 
identification of new markets of reference - responds Mau-
ro Orsi – always niche markets, safeguarding the quality of 

Italian workmanship, the true pledge for the present and 
for the future which constituted the base of our manage-
ment buyout in July 2013. It reinforced the heritage and 
financial structure of the company and set Felisi 1911 in 
a stable way among the excellences of Italia”.

Textiles with a high creative content
Yarns and trimmings for the clerical sector and even the military

Mauro Orsi
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